Don’t Let Your Bubble
Burst, Ensure Your
Next Event is Memorable.

Our bubble fluids are capable of producing enormous
quantities of bubbles that float into the atmosphere.
Long-lasting and colorful they always add a touch of
magic to any wedding, dance party, live event or theme
park attraction. Our bubbles are dry and do not leave a
residue after popping.
Our Bubble Master Fluid will add a touch of whimsical magic to the
background for weddings, theme parks and live events. Bubble Fluid
Supreme produces a large quantity of bubbles that are much drier, longer
lasting and do not produce a residue. Our Bubble Master can be operated
manually with an easy to turn knob, or with the optional 5-pin DMX control.

ultratecfx.com
SETTING THE STANDARD IN
SPECIAL EFFECTS FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Bubble Master

Our bubble machines
have a five-year
warranty against
manufacturers’
defect provided
Ultratec fluids
are used.

Optional Built in 5-Pin DMX Control or
Easy to Use Knob for Manual Control

BUBBLE MASTER
Product Code: CLB-2024 (110v, with DMX)
Product Code: CLB-2025 (220v, with DMX)

BUBBLE FLUID SUPREME
Indoors or outdoors, filling your night club, dancy party or
weddiing with Bubble Fluid Supreme bubbles will make
your next event exciting and memorable for everyone. It is a
supreme water-based bubble fluid, producing a large quantity
of bubbles that are drier, longer lasting and do not produce a
residue.

BUBBLE SUPREME FLUID

4 L - Product Code: CFF-3700

20 L - Product Code: CFF-3722B

205 L - Product Code: CFF-3760

CFF-3700

4 L Bubble Fluid Supreme

CFF-3722B

20 L Bubble Fluid Supreme

CFF-3760

205 L Bubble Fluid Supreme

BUBBLE MASTER FLUID
Great for indoor or outdoor use, Bubble Master Fluid can be
used to add a touch of whimsical magic to the background for
any weddings, theme parks and live events. This quality bubble
fluid produces large quantities of bubbles that are much drier
and longer lasting than regular bubble fluids in the live event
industry.

BUBBLE MASTER FLUID

4 L - Product Code: CFF-3704

20 L - Product Code: CFF-3720B

205 L - Product Code: CFF-3755

WARRANTY
Our bubble machines have a five-year warranty against manufacturers’
defect provided Ultratec fluids are used.

Phone: 519-659-7972 / Toll Free: 800-388-0617

4 L Bubble Master Fluid

CFF-3720B

20 L Bubble Master Fluid

CFF-3755

205 L Bubble Master Fluid

Visit www.ultratecfx.com for a complete set of specifications on all models.
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